A number of results are established concerning long cycles in graphs with large degree sums. Let G be a graph on n vertices such that d(x) + d(y) + d(z) 3s for all triples of independent vertices x, y, z. Let c be the length of a longest cycle in G and (Y the cardinality of a maximum independent set of vertices. If G is l-tough and s an, then every longest cycle in G is a dominating cycle and c z min(n, n + fs -cu) >, min(n , $n + 4s) 3 &a. If G is 2-connected and s 2 n + 2, then also c 3 min(n, n + 4s -(u), generalizing a result of Bondy and one of Nash-Williams.
Finally, if G is 2-tough and s 2 n, then G is hamiltonian.
Terminology
We consider only finite undirected graphs without loops or multiple edges. Our terminology is standard except as indicated. A good reference for any undefined terms is [7] . We need a few definitions and some convenient notation. Let w(G) denote the number of components of a graph G. As introduced by Chvatal [lo] , a graph G is t-tough if ISI 3 tw(G -S) for any subset S of the vertex set V of G with w(G -S) > 1. The roughness of G, denoted f(G), is the maximum value of t for which G is t-tough (t(K,,) = 00 for all n 2 1). We will denote by ct the cardinality of a maximum set of independent vertices of G. A cycle C of G is a dominating cycle if every edge of G has at least one of its vertices on C. If C is a cycle of G we denote by C the-cycle C with a given orientation. If u, v E V(C), then u& denotes the consektive vertices on C from u to v in the direction specified by C. The same vertices, in reverse order, are given by v&. We use u+ to denote the successor of u on e and u-to denote its predecessor.
If u E V then N(v) is the set of all vertices in V adjacent to V. If A E V(C), then A+ = {v+ 1 v E A}. The set A-is analogously defined.
Results
Our work was motivated by two recent conjectures of Ainouche and Christofides [ 11.
Conjecture 1. Let G be a l-tough graph on n 2 3 vertices such that d(x) + d(y) + d(z) 2 n for all independent sets of vertices x, y, z. Then G is hamiltonian.
Conjecture 2. Let G be a l-tough graph on n 2 3 vertices such that d(x) + d(y) 3 q for all distinct nonadjacent vertices X, y. Then G has a cycle of length at least min(n, q + 2).
The following class of graphs, given in [l] , shows that each conjecture, if true, would be best possible. For n = 3r + 1 3 7, construct the graph H,, from 3K, + K1 by choosing one vertex from each copy of K,, say u, v and w, and adding the edges uv, uw and VW. The graph H, is l-tough on n = 3r + 1 vertices, satisfies d(x) + d(y) 2 2r for all distinct nonadjacent vertices x, y and also satisfies d(r) + d(Y) + 4-r) 2 n -1 for all sets of independent vertices x, y, z. Yet a longest cycle in H, has length only 2r + 2. Note that G,, has minimum degree m. It is easily seen that G, is l-tough but not hamiltonian.
If i(n + 1) -m is odd (even) then a longest cycle in G,, has length a(3n + 1) + $rn ($(3n + 3) + im). A variation of the graph G,,, with K,,, replaced by K,,, and rn = $(n -5), has already appeared in the literature [8, 13] . It can be used to show that the following theorem of Jung [ll] is best possible. Although Conjecture 1 is false its hypothesis justifies the following conclusion, which follows immediately from Theorem 9 below. Theorem 3 is a little surprising in the following sense. If, for example, 6 = in we conclude from Theorem 1 (which is "best possible") that G has a cycle of length at least $n + 2. From Corollary 4 we deduce that G has a cycle of length at least &z. Apparently for l-tough graphs G, as 6 crosses the threshold of &t, the length of a longest cycle that is forced in G jumps from $n + 2 to at least gn. If Conjecture 3, mentioned in Section 4, is true then G is forced to have a cycle of length at least &(lln + 3).
The proof of Theorem 3, as well as the proofs of our other results, depends on the intermediate conclusion that every longest cycle in G is a dominating cycle. This is established by our next theorem, whose proof is given in Section 3. Theorem 5 generalizes the following theorem of Bigalke and Jung [S] . The graphs H, with n 3 10 show that both Theorem 5 and Theorem 6 are best possible. We remark that for n 2 5 the condition in Theorem 5 that G be l-tough can in fact be replaced by the weaker condition that the deletion of any nonempty proper subset S of V yields a graph with at most ISI nontrivial components. This weaker condition is necessary for a graph to have a dominating cycle [14] . Thus, if the condition that G be l-tough is replaced by the above weaker condition, we obtain a result that also generalizes the following theorem of Bondy [9] . Since a c In for l-tough graphs, Theorem 3 follows immediately from Theorem 9. Theorem 10 is best possible in two different ways. The graph KP,4, with 2 sp s q s 2p -2 and q 2 3 has a longest cycle of length exactly n + 4s -a = 2p. The graph H = 3K, + 2K, has d(x) + d(y) + d(z) 2 n + 1 for all independent sets of vertices x, y, z and has a longest cycle of length 2t + 2, which is less than min(n, n + js -(u) = min(n, n + *(n + 1) -3) = n (t 2 2).
It is easily seen that if (Y 3 3, the hypothesis of Theorem 10 implies cx G n -3s. Hence Theorem 10 generalizes the following result of Bondy [9] . Theorem 10 also generalizes the following result of Nash-Williams [12] .
Theorem 12. Let G be a 2-connected graph on n vertices with 6 3 max(S(n + 2), (u). Then G is hamiltonian.
Bigalke and Jung [8] also generalized Theorem 12.
Theorem W. Let G be a l-tough graph on n 2 3 vertices with 6 2 max($r, (Y -1).
Then G is hamiltonian.
Note that Theorem 9 is only a partial generalization of Theorem 13. Theorem 9 allows us to draw conclusions concerning long, but not necessarily hamiltonian, cycles in G. However if 6 = (Y -1. 3 > 'n we cannot conclude from Theorem 9 that G is hamiltonian. It is possible, however, to combine Lemma 8 with a suitably modified proof of Theorem 13 to obtain the following. Theorem 14. Let G be a l-tough graph on n 2 3 vertices with 6 2 in. Then G contains a cycle of length at least min(n, n + 6 -(Y + 1).
The proof of Theorem 14 is lengthy and will appear elsewhere [6] . Note that this result yields a slight strengthening of Corollary 4. We can actually conclude that G has a cycle of length at least zn + 1. Theorem 14 completely generalizes Theorem 13 and, like Theorem 10, is best possible in two ways. If m = f(n -5), the graph G,, has n + 6 -(Y + 1 = n -1 and G,, is not hamiltonian; in view of Conjecture 3 in Section 4, however, we do not believe that Theorem 14 is best possible for values of 6 less than +(n -5). The graph Z& has 6 3 f(n -1) and has a longest cycle of length 3(n -1) + 2, less than min(n, n + 6 -Ly + 1) = min(n, n + +(n -1) -2) = n.
We now turn our attention to graphs with t(G) = z 2 1. The inequality (Y c in, used to prove Theorem 3 from Theorem 9, suggests that our conclusions can be strengthened if r > 1. Since obviously (Y < n/(z + l), Theorem 9 immediately implies our next result. A special case of Corollary 15 may be a first small step toward proving the weii-known conjecture that 2-tough graphs are hamiltonian [lo] . 
Proofs
Proof of Theorem 5. Let C be a longest cycle of G with a fixed orientation. Assume C is not a dominating cycle of G. Then G -V(C) has a nontrivial component H. Set A = IJvsVcHj N(v) -V(H) and let vl, . . . , vk be the elements of A, occurring on c in consecutive order. Since G is l-tough, G is 2-connected in particular, so k 2 2. For i = 1, . . . , k, set ui = VT and wi = v,<, (indices modulo k). Since C is a longest cycle, ui # vi+1 (i = 1, . . . , k). If v is a vertex in uiewi such that uiv+ E E, then v will be called an i-vertex; in particular, ui is an i-vertex (i = 1, . . . , k). Since G is 2-connected, there exist integers r and s with 1s r <s G k such that u, and V, are connected by a path P,,, of length at least 3 with all internal vertices in H. We make a number of observations.
(1) If X, is an r-vertex and x, an s-vertex, then there exists no (x,, x,)-path which is internally disjoint from C; in particular, x,x, $ E.
Assuming the contrary to (l), let P be an (x,, x,)-path, internally disjoint from C. If the contrary to (2) is assumed, a cycle longer than C can be indicated as in (1). The only difference is that now this cycle has length at least IV(C)1 + 1 instead of IV(C)1 + 2, since it omits the vertex u, or u, of C. The proof of (4) is similar to the proof of (3), except now the longer cycle has length IV(C)1 + 1 instead of IV(C)1 + 2. Using observations (1) through (4) we now derive an upper bound for d(u,) + d(x,) +&x,)9 where x, is an r-vertex, x, an s-vertex and uO an arbitrary vertex of H. Define R,(x,) = {v EX,~X; 1 x,v+ E E},
S,(x,) = {v E x$x; 1 x,v E E}, Z&(x,) = {v E x$x; 1 x,v E E}, &.(x,) = {v EX,~X; 1 x,v+ E E}, &(X,) = {v E v -V(C) ) XJ E E}, &(x,) = {v E V -V(C) 1 xsv E E}, B(x,, xs) = RI(&) u u-4 u &(xr) u &(xs).

By (3), Z?,(x,) fl&(x,) = R&r,) fl &(xs) = 0. By (1) and the fact that x,, x, $ A,
R3(x,) fl S&K,) = V(H) fl (R&X,) U S&x,)) = 0. Furthermore, for i E (1, . . . , k} -{r, s}, either ui or vi is not in B(x,, x,). TO see this, suppose e.g. Ui E R,(x,) U S,(q). Then x,u+ E E, since the assumption that xSui E E implies the existence of a cycle longer than C, containing the vertices of a (Vi, v,)-path of length at least 2 with all internal vertices in H (cf.
(1)). But then, by (4) with v = Vi, Xsui $ E. Also, like X,Ui, X,Ui 4 E. It follows that ui $ Ri(x,) U S,(X,). We conclude that
On the other hand, since {u,,, x,, x,} is an independent set,
It follows that uO, and hence every vertex of H, is adjacent to all but at most one of the vertices in A. This implies the existence of a (q, vi)-path Pi,j of length at least 3 with all internal vertices in H for all i, j E (1, . . . , k} with i fj. A number of conclusions now follow. We first note that (1) through (6) actually hold for arbitrary r and s with 1 G r <s s k. Furthermore, Ui # y (i = 1, _ . . , k). Also, it follows immediately from (2) that for 1 s r <s s k and i E { 1, . . . , k} -{r, s}, ui (instead of ui or vi) is not in B(x,, x,), where x, is an r-vertex and x, an s-vertex. From (5) and (6) we also deduce the following. The next three observations, where s E (1, . . . , k}, will facilitate the remainder of the proof. Assuming the contrary, the cycle w,v-C'v s+lPs+l,s~s&,~ws has length at least IV(C)1 + 2, a contradiction. The proof of (9) is similar to the proof of (8). Assuming the contrary, the cycle wv~~v,P,,,+~v,+~~vu~~w, where w = w, or w = w;, yields a contradiction.
Using observations (1) through (10) Suppose there exist integers r, s and vertices X, y such that 1 c r <s s k, x E u:&v;, y E u:ew; and xy E E. Since by the hypotheses of Case 1 u,x, u,y $ E, either u,_xx+ or u,y + is in E, otherwise x, y $ B(u,, u,), contradicting (7). Assume, without loss of generality, that u,.xx+ E E, i.e. x is an r-vertex. By (3) and (4) 4Y+9 usy++ $ E and hence y, y+ $ B(u,, u,). This contradiction with (7) shows that in this case no edge, and similarly no path with all internal vertices in V -V(C), joins two vertices in different sets of the collection {uiCwi 1 1s i 6 k}.
But then w(G -A) 3 IAl + 1, contradicting the fact that G is l-tough. Assume e.g. y, E N'(u,), where y, E u,cw,, r < s and lu,Cy,( is minimum. For convenience we also assume u, y, E E ; in case u, and y, are connected by a path of length at least 2 with all internal vertices in V -V(C), completely analogous arguments apply, since the path must be disjoint from H. Note that by (1) and (2) y, f &> u:. Let x, be the r-vertex in u,Cy; that minimizes Ix,CyrI; possibly X, = u,. Either x: = y; or x: = y,, otherwise x:, XT+ 4 B(u,, u,), contradicting (7). We distinguish two subcases.
Case 2.1. x,' = y;.
Then u,y, $ E. By (4), u,y:+ 4 E and by (8) and (lo), w,y;, w,y: $ E. Hence w, is not an s-vertex, otherwise y;, y: $ B(u,, w,), contradicting (7). Thus u,wJ 6 E. But then u,w, E E, otherwise y;, w, 4 B(u,, u,). Now x,w: $ E, otherwise the cycle x,w~~v,P,,,v,~y~u~~w,u,~x, is longer than C. Also, by (9), x,w, 4 E. It follows that w,, w: 4 B(x,, u,), a contradiction. Recall that, by (3) and (4), x,y:, x,y:+ $ E. By (lo), w,y: $ E. Hence w,y, E E, otherwise yr, y: 4 B(x,, w,). Now x,w, 4 E, otherwise the cycle x,.w,Cy,w,& r+lPr+l,s+l~s+lCxr is longer than C. Also, w,w; 4 E, otherwise the cycle W;W,&J r+J'r+l,s+l~s+lCw;
is longer than C. It follows that y:, w; 4 B(x,, w,). Hence, by (7), y: = w;. We now show that (11) u, is adjacent to all vertices in u:&,+,.
Assuming the contrary, let v be the vertex in us&,+, such that U,V 4 E and lv&,+rl is minimum. Then u E u:Cw, and u,v+ E E. By (4), U,Y-$ E and by (S), u,y: $ E. Hence V-, y: 4 B(u,, u,). Th' is contradiction proves (11). Similarly we have (12) u, is adjacent to all vertices in u:Cyr. BY (9) KY:' 4 E. Recalling that u,y,' 4 E we now note that for all i E {I, . . . , k} -{r} the assumption u,y: E E or ujy:' E E leads to a contradiction by applying the above arguments with i in place of s. Thus u,y:, u,y:' $ E for all ie{l,.
. . , k} -{r}.
By (3) and (4) 
But then o(G -
(
